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Introduction
This game is best described as a tabletop map game. 
The map was initially drawn in pencil as a reminder 
for me when setting up the game at Stockton, so 
apologies that this inked in map is pretty basic in 
presentation, with text facing different directions.

 

It was intended as prompt for me only. It portrays the 
rough track like roads leading out of Melilla (which 
was simply represented by a gateway and wall on 
edge of the tabletop) and into the mountainous 
hinterland beyond. The mountains were represented 
by 2D constructions lovingly created and painted by 
my wife!

The intent was to allow multiple players to test out 
their skills, as Spanish Colonial Commanders, in 
Morocco, against the randomly controlled Rif 
warriors. The Rif were controlled by the turn of cards.
As it turned out we had few adult takers (one only) 
and a few younger  players who enjoyed the game. 
Two succeeded in their quests and got the Star of 
Morocco medal award as a result (anyone recalling 
their English school days will know these Gold Stars).

Brief Resume Of The Mechanics
There were six objective cards, which all had separate
missions, and the volunteer participants chose their 
mission randomly from the six unseen player sheets. 
Each sheet listed their force, their objective and the 
basic tactical rules which I simplified for the younger 
players. There were three poor quality troop cards  
representing the infantry conscripts making up the 
bulk of this Spanish army pre 1921. These were given 
named leaders, each with their own objective, as 
described below. 

Teniente Munoz de Infanteria de Cerinola (with four 
infantry bases and one MG base) had to 'Advance 

with his command to relieve the garrison of Blocao 
A'. 

Teniente Cabo Jesus Arenzana de Infanteria de Africa 
(with four infantry bases and one MG base) had to 
'Escort water supply – on mules – to Blocao B'.

Capitan Marcos Navarro de Infanteria de San 
Fernando (with four infantry bases and one MG base) 
had to 'Raid the Rif village and destroy all within'.

In addition, there were three average (could be read as
experienced) troop cards. These were also given 
named leaders - two for the Regulares (Spanish 
Sepoys of their time), one of which was a cavalry 
unit, the other infantry and one for a unit of Spanish 
Foreign Legion, i.e. the Tercio del Extranjeros. These 
player cards included the following named leaders 
and their unique objectives.

El Capitan de Caballeria, Joaquin Cebollino von 
Lindeman had a squadron of Regulares Indigienas de 
Melilla (four cavalry bases, one 75mm Krupp 
mountain gun and limber) and had to 'Patrol the road 
to Sidi Ibris and clear it of enemy raiders'.

Teniente Nunez de Prado de Infanteria de Regulares 
Maroc (with four infantry bases, one MG base, and 
one 75mm Krupp mountain gun and limber) had to 
'Seize and hold the pass at the gorge of El Haya'. (A 
fictional gorge besides a river whose name comes 
from the Annual campaign).

Comandante Francisco Bahamonde de Tercio del 
Extranjeros (with six infantry bases, one MG base, 
and one 75mm Krupp mountain gun and limber) had 
to 'Attack and seize the enemy position on the heights 
of Abar Ran'. (A fictional post on a fictional hilltop).

In this game I added one new Rif card to the existing 
Rif random card mix. It was marked;

'Rif marksman – who can target officers.' Otherwise, 
the Rif card pack, which generated the Rif opponents, 
was as described in other Battle of Annual articles -  
roughly one third blank cards, one third panic (test 
morale) cards and one third Rif unit cards of varying 
sizes (e.g. one, two or three times the size of the 
Spanish unit creating a Rif reaction).

I also issued 'Wanted Posters' to recruit Spanish 
players (available from Members only section of 
SOTCW website). These depicted a well known photo 
of Rif leader Abd El Krim and imagined (in English) 
what these posters would have said, with help from 
Hollywood cowboy movies. On their reverse there 
was a brief historical description of French and 
Spanish involvement in Morocco, and also an 
imagined description of how this might be reported in 
today’s English press by the ‘Daily Left” and the 
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'Daily Right' and the 'Moderate Weekly' to give 
additional context to the game (available from 
Members only section of the SOTCW website).

I hope this gives you a flavour or what we got up to, 
game wise at Battleground Show 2016!
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